Abstract While occupational stress and fatigue have been well described throughout medicine, the radiology community is particularly susceptible due to declining reimbursements, heightened demands for service deliverables, and increasing exam volume and complexity. The resulting occupational stress can be variable in nature and dependent upon a number of intrinsic and extrinsic stressors. Intrinsic stressors largely account for inter-radiologist stress variability and relate to unique attributes of the radiologist such as personality, emotional state, education/training, and experience. Extrinsic stressors may account for intra-radiologist stress variability and include cumulative workload and task complexity. The creation of personalized stress profiles creates a mechanism for accounting for both inter-and intraradiologist stress variability, which is essential in creating customizable stress intervention strategies. One viable option for real-time occupational stress measurement is voice stress analysis, which can be directly implemented through existing speech recognition technology and has been proven to be effective in stress measurement and analysis outside of medicine. This technology operates by detecting stress in the acoustic properties of speech through a number of different variables including duration, glottis source factors, pitch distribution, spectral structure, and intensity. The correlation of these speech derived stress measures with outcomes data can be used to determine the user-specific inflection point at which stress becomes detrimental to clinical performance.
Introduction
Speech recognition technology is currently in widespread use for computerized medical report transcription. A number of operational, economic, and efficiency benefits are derived through the use of speech recognition including the digitization of medical data, elimination of third party transcription services, ability to archive data into a centralized database, and improved report turnaround and communication [1, 2] . Medical reports which previously required days for delivery can now be finalized and communicated in minutes, which improves the timeliness of health care delivery and in theory can lead to improved clinical outcomes [3] . Along with these derived benefits in operational efficiency and data management, adoption of speech recognition technology does come at a cost. By transferring editing and transcription responsibilities to the end user (i.e., radiologist), use of speech recognition can result in decreased productivity [4] , which is of particular importance in the current practice environment of reduced economic reimbursements, increased data volume and complexity, and heightened expectations in service delivery [5] . These combined pressures have the potential to increase occupational stress and fatigue, which has been shown to be associated with increased errors, which is in turn can lead to adverse events and diminished health care outcomes [6] [7] [8] [9] .
A number of landmark publications have been issued from the Institute of Medicine which has highlighted the unexpectedly high frequency of medical errors and occupational stress/fatigue among health care professionals [7, 10] . Technology has been a double-edged sword for the radiology community. On one hand, it has dramatically improved the quality and accessibility of data, while on the other hand, it has created heightened expectations for health care consumers while precipitating stress associated with new technology adoption [11] . One solution to address these "technology-induced" stressors is to expand the intrinsic functionality of the technologies in use, so as to perform multiple applications in a single setting. In addition to the continued use of speech recognition technology for computerized report transcription, the same technology could simultaneously be used to measure and analyze occupational stress and fatigue in real-time, specific to the unique profile of each individual end user and context of the task being performed. The derived user-specific stress/fatigue analytics could be used in the creation of a number of workflow and quality-enhancing deliverables including customizable intervention strategies for stress/fatigue reduction, creation of automated workflow templates, and targeted quality assurance and peer review.
Occupational Stress and Fatigue in Radiology
Occupational stress and fatigue existing throughout medicine and radiology is no exception. Declining reimbursements, commoditization of services, disintegration of protective geographic boundaries, enlarging and more complex imaging datasets, and increasing demands for quality, safety, productivity, and timeliness all contribute to stress within the radiology community [5] . The resulting occupational stress and fatigue in radiology practice can manifest itself in a number of different forms including visual fatigue, decision fatigue, physiologic stress, and emotional stress [12] . To date, the one form of occupational fatigue which has been documented in radiology practice is visual fatigue, which has been shown to be increase with heightened work demands [13] . The combined forms of stress and fatigue can result in eye strain, faulty image perception, diagnostic uncertainty, inefficient workflow, and error (i.e., misinterpretation) [14, 15] .
The resulting stress experienced in the workplace is dynamic in nature, affecting individuals to varying degrees, changing throughout the course of the workday, and modifying in accordance with task complexity and familiarity. As a result of this user and context variability in stress, measurement and analysis of occupational stress should be performed in real-time, with feedback provided at the point of care. The goal is to educate radiologists as to the presence and severity of stress/fatigue, while empowering them to proactively manage its effects through the creation of customizable intervention strategies, application of adaptable technology, and workload alteration. If properly channeled, the effects of occupational stress can be used to the advantage of the end user, but this first requires a thorough knowledge and understanding of its presence and impact on clinical performance.
Voice Stress Analysis
The intrinsic characteristics of speech can provide a number of insights about each individual human speaker, which collectively create unique "voice identification," based upon their individual phonatory properties [16] [17] [18] . Human emotion, including psychological stress, can also be detected in speech through the use of voice stress analysis [19] [20] [21] . These factors are attributed to the fact that speech represents the output of a number of high level and integrated neurological systems including sensory, cognitive, and motor components [22] .
The analysis of stress in speech can be performed using a voice stress analyzer (VSA), which operates by detecting stress in the acoustic properties of speech [23, 24] . A number of speech variables can be used in stress analysis including duration, glottal source factors, pitch distribution, spectral structure, and intensity [25] [26] [27] [28] . While VSA focuses on the relatively narrow range of 8-14 Hz in speech, an alternative technology is layered voice analysis (LVA), which uses a wider spectrum for information extraction and can evaluate a wider range of emotions including excitement, confusion, and attention [29] . LVA is available in a wide variety of commercially available products including server-based intelligence systems, hand-held devices, and standard computer software. The derived analytics of VSA and/or LSA could be automatically generated through computational analysis and directly integrated into existing speech recognition technology displays, in accordance with individual end user viewing preferences. The education and training for VSA/LSA display and analysis could be performed in conjunction with that of speech recognition, so end users would concurrently learn implementation strategies for both technologies in tandem.
Both intrinsic and extrinsic stressors have been reported to affect acoustic speech. Extrinsic stressors are often environmental in nature, while intrinsic stressors can take a number of forms including high workload stress, multi-tasking, emotional state, and occupational fatigue [30] . These intrinsic stressors are the primary focus of the proposed technology, and whose presence ironically has been shown to impact speech recognition performance [31] [32] [33] [34] . As a result, knowledge and understanding of stress in speech can simultaneously serve as a means for improving both clinical and technical performance of radiologist end users.
The objective measurement and characterization of intrinsic stress in speech has been applied to date in a number of occupational settings including aviation, law enforcement, military, and telecommunications [29, 35, 36] . Examples of "stressed speech classification" include categorizing and prioritizing emergency 911 call services, assessment of pilot fatigue, analysis of battlefield stress, and assessment of emotional state among crime suspects. In many respects, pilots and radiologists share many similarities relating to time urgency, decision fatigue related to cognitive overload, and technology dependence in job performance. As a result, the application of stress speech analysis in radiology may provide a similar role to that already used for pilots. The key to success in radiology practice will be largely predicated on the ability to characterize subtle stress-related changes in speech in a context and user-specific fashion, through the creation of personalized speech profiles.
The Personalized Speech Profile
The ability to create a personalized speech profile is directly related to the uniqueness of each individual end user's speech characteristics. In addition to speech-related characteristics, the personalized speech profile takes into account a number of other user-specific factors which have the potential to affect occupational stress and fatigue (Fig. 1) [37] . These individual profile attributes reflect how the population of practicing radiologists (and other health care professionals) is unique to one another and do not represent a homogeneous population, which is not reflected in conventional technology development and implementation [38] .
Due to the fact that work demands and stress/fatigue measures are constantly changing, the personalized speech profile is designed to be dynamic in nature and respond to this stress variability. Some stressors are relatively predictable (e.g., cumulative workload, increasing task complexity) and can therefore be incorporated into routine workflow. Other stressors are far more variable and less predictable (e.g., emotional state) and require an adaptive method for measurement and intervention. It is therefore important that the personalized speech profile take into account these changing stressors and correlate them with the historical performance and stress measures of the individual end user. The dynamic nature of this data collection and analysis provides an iterative mechanism for technology refinement, with the goal of continuously improving the accuracy and predictability of stress analysis in speech along with the interaction effects of various stressors.
The uniqueness of each personalized speech profile provides an additional application of the technology, as a dynamic method for end user identification and authentication. The profile could be employed to validate each individual end user's identity, in a manner similar to biometrics technologies. Unlike conventional biometrics technologies which are static and fixed (e.g., fingerprint or retinal scanning), the speech profile would provide a method for dynamic user identification and authentication. Not only could an end user's identity be validated with the technology, but the corresponding stress measure recorded during the authentication process could be cross-referenced with the individual end user's speech stress profile database to gauge how this stress relates to the historical measures of the end user and resulting performance outcomes. The result of this analysis could determine the degree of access and workflow allowed, in keeping with the specific task being performed. As an example, an interventional radiologist preparing to perform a technically challenging procedure may be required to undergo identification and authentication using speech stress analysis. The input data would be used to collectively validate their identity, correlate the stress measurement with their personalized profile, and correlate this with contextspecific performance data. In one example, the interventional radiologist's recorded stress measurement may be within a range consistent with high performance and safety measures for the specific procedure and authentication would be granted. In another example, the interventional radiologist's recorded stress measure may be associated with lower than acceptable quality/safety performance data. In this scenario, a preemptory alert may notify the radiologist of the concern and trigger an alternative strategy (e.g., postponing the procedure, deferring to another colleague). The dynamic capabilities of the personalized speech profile can also extend to stressors affecting speech (e.g., sleepiness, illness), which could impact stress and job performance. The ability to longitudinally track and analyze speech characteristics over a prolonged time period of use for each individual end user provides a mechanism for determining the degree of speech variability and its relationship to external stressors. The ultimate goal is to continuously refine the personalized speech profile in accordance with the dynamic and changing attributes of each individual end user, while using historical stress and performance data to predict future stress and guide "best use" applications of the technology, as it relates to the specific task and end user.
Implementation Goals and Objectives
The combined standardized speech stress analysis, personalized profile, task complexity, and clinical outcomes data could ultimately be used to determine the specific inflection point at which performance metrics begin to deteriorate with elevated stress levels, which would be specific to both the individual end user and tasks being performed. In order to take into account the dynamic nature of these data, it is essential that longitudinal user and context-specific stress data be utilized, in order to account for fluctuations in performance. The calculated levels of "acceptable stress" will be unique to each individual end user and can change over time, in accordance with their individual performance and stress data variations. This adaptability of the data and technology implementation strategy is predicated on the simple facts that individual end users experience stress differently and exhibit different performance outcomes, which are often task dependent. Societal standards based upon meta-analysis of the data can determine the quality threshold requirements, and these can in turn be applied to each individual end user to determine the inflection point for triggering intervention.
The various types of intervention strategies have been described [8] and can include changes to workload distribution, employment of automated workflow templates, use of computerized decision support tools, and mandatory timeouts (with personalized stress reduction options). The goal is to ensure quality standards are maintained in keeping with the unique performance data of each individual end user, while also providing some degree of flexibility in accordance with individual end user preferences and workflow demands.
The derived analytics could be used to create a number of functional tools, which could be adapted to institutional and individual end user requirements and expectations. These could include the following:
1. Real-time measurement of occupational stress and fatigue in speech.
2. Creation of a standardized stress database, which can be correlated with workflow and outcomes data. 3. Creation of an end user profiling system which can take into account the unique attributes of each individual end user and the various stressors (both internal and external) experienced. 4. Creation of customizable stress interventions commensurate with individual end user preferences, profile characteristics, and performance. 5. Technology assessment tool, which provides a standardized mechanism for correlating stress/fatigue measures with workflow, task complexity, and clinical outcomes.
The implementation of the proposed technology could potentially have an adverse effect on radiologist productivity and departmental workflow, as voluntary and/or involuntary "time-outs" are taken to respond to increasing stress levels. While larger imaging departments could more easily accommodate to these productivity and workflow changes, smaller imaging departments with less personnel could be adversely affected. Strategies to address these potential changes in workflow/productivity could include schedule modification (e.g., scheduling interventional procedures earlier when occupational stress/fatigue levels are lowest) and selective outsourcing of diagnostic imaging studies (e.g., through teleradiology) during high stress/high volume periods. Another concern for technology implementation is the potential for heightened medicolegal scrutiny. The goal of the technology is to provide end users with personalized stress and outcomes performance data, with the hopes of improving quality outcomes. If used as designed, this could ultimately provide objective data to justify practice patterns and serve as a defense in the case of an adverse clinical outcome. The goal is to optimally balance the often competing demands of enhanced quality and productivity.
Conclusion
While speech recognition technology has provided significant improvement in operational efficiency in radiology practice, its intrinsic functionality is currently underutilized and largely limited to computerized report transcription. Speech offers a number of additional applications including stress analysis, which has been successfully used in a number of nonmedical applications. The integration of voice stress analysis in radiology practice could be readily facilitated through existing speech recognition technology and could provide an objective mechanism for quantifying occupational stress in real time, while also providing valuable insights as to how stress impacts workflow and quality performance on both individual and collective perspectives. Since occupational stress is both user and context-specific, implantation of voice stress analysis should take into account the unique attributes of individual end users as well as the diversity and complexity of tasks being performed. This inter-and intra-radiologist stress variability can be accounted for by the creation of personalized speech stress profiles, which provide insights as to how unique individual attributes affect stress and how this data can be used to create customized stress intervention strategies. While the primary goal of implementing speech stress analysis into everyday clinical practice is improved quality, other derived benefits could include improved job satisfaction, workflow/ productivity, and emotional well-being.
